The following opportunities are included in this issue:

1. Check Out Tech – Rescheduled due to weather – New Date 2/3 – same time & place – see below
2. Experienced Security Positions at Comcast
3. Information Technology Trainee – Full Time
4. Part Time Position at Proscape in Horsham - Content Assembly Associate – Part of the AppMachine Team
5. Android development Opportunity – Part Time – Paid
6. Full Time PC Analyst at Johnson Matthey in Wayne
7. Full Time Programmer Analyst at Temple in the Housing Department
8. Student Worker Position – School of Media and Communications – Junior Web Developer

1. Check Out Tech – Female Networking Event - [RESCHEDULED]

This event has been moved back one week due to weather issues!

Calling all Female Students....Check Out Tech! Learn how to get into the technology field, even with a different major! Come to network with Professional Women in the Computer/Information Technology profession to get a better understanding of what a career in IT is like and how you might consider a career in the technology field. Temple's CIS department has partnered with the NWCT (National Women in Computing Technology) to provide this event.

Besides being a networking opportunity, we will be raffling-off an IPad and gift cards.

Nationally, only 18% of students graduating from Computer and Information Science programs are female. The job market continues to explode, and getting more females into this exciting, creative and innovative career path is critically important. This is the fastest growing area in STEM and the one with the fewest females. Companies are clamoring to get more talented females hired. There are opportunities for you - and it is not always a traditional path to get to them!

New Event Date: 2/3/2015
Event Time: 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
Event Location: SERC Lobby

Contact Name: Wendy Urban
Contact Phone: 6103496546
Contact Email: wurban@temple.edu
2. Experienced Security Positions at Comcast

Here are some higher level opportunities at Comcast – feel free to share them with your network of friends. They are security based - very interesting!


FULTON FINANCIAL CORPORATION

3. Information Technology Trainee - Full Time

Description/Job Summary
MT064 - Information Technology Trainee
The IT Trainee position will involve up to 9 months of training in Lancaster, PA. Upon successful completion of the Program, individuals will be assigned a permanent IT position in the Lancaster, PA area.
Under moderate supervision of immediate supervisor, the trainee is responsible for observing Bank policies and procedures to acquire a working knowledge of all aspects of the Bank’s operation and services.
Location - Lancaster PA

Responsibilities/Duties

1. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRAINEES: Perform assigned duties in department rotations. These departments may include, but are not limited to Retail & Central Retail Banking, Compliance/BSA, Human Resources/Marketing/Legal, Commercial Lending, Mortgage and FFA. Trainees will complete the majority of training while rotating in the IT department to gain in-depth exposure to the IT contribution to the organization. These areas will include: service and support, business analysis, systems engineering, systems administration, information management, database development and security.

2. May perform related activities such as:
   a. Conducting special projects outside scope of normal rotations.
   b. Attending seminars and Bank related educational activities on behalf of the Bank and for professional development purposes.
   c. Lead, or participate in, projects assigned to the trainee class.

3. Reports on progress in training program and feedback about program to supervisor.

Required Experience

A minimum of six (6) months previous work experience is required. Banking/financial, information technology and customer service related experience preferred.

Required Education

Four (4) years undergraduate work or the equivalent involving formal education beyond high school combined with measureable leadership demonstrated throughout financial institution experience, professional development and volunteer positions.

Preferred Qualifications

- Achievement of 3.0 + cumulative average in an undergraduate degree
- Information Technology or related degree
- Experience with database administration, development or analysis strongly preferred
- Recipient of scholastic, civic or organizational honors/commendations demonstrating excellence, commitment, achievement
- Participation in civic, fraternal, social, school or professional organizations
- Previous banking experience
- Previous IT work/internship experience
4. Part Time Position at Proscape in Horsham

Content Assembly Associate – Part of the AppMachine Team

(Assemble spectacular interactive marketing applications for some of the world's leading companies.)

Proscape is currently seeking part time Content Assembly Associate to be a part of the AppMachine Team to assemble interactive content and apps that run on iOS and Android devices. Programming skills are not required, but we do need power computer users that can quickly learn our tools and process. Current Computer Information Science (or similar) students are highly encouraged to apply. Content Assembly Associates are groomed for promotion into advanced internships and/or entry level technical positions as Developers or Business Analysts.

Please visit our site at www.proscape.com for an overview of what we do.

This is a PART-TIME position at 18-25 hours per week as negotiated by the production schedule and applicant availability. Content Assembly is staffed from 9AM to 9PM Monday to Friday, with some shifts available on Saturday and Sunday. This is an excellent opportunity for university students or other individuals looking for a non-traditional schedule.

NOTE: Proscape is open to offering this position as a formal Internship if needed.

This is an OFFICE/REMOTE position, after 4-6 week training period in the office you will work on a weekly basis; a few days in the office and a few days from home. You will need a PC or Mac with a high-speed internet connection in order to work remotely.

Technical Skills and Experience:

Required:
- You are considered to be a power user of your PC or Mac.
- You use the web on a daily basis to access information, media and search.
- You are great with Microsoft Office, PowerPoint and similar tools
- You can edit or manipulate digital images or photos using software graphics packages
- You commonly communicate via email and instant messaging.

Desired:
- You have experience creating web pages or sites.
- You have experience with HTML 5 animation tools including Adobe Edge.

General:
- You have the ability to learn new software applications rapidly.
- You have strong organizational skills and attention to detail.
- You multi-task effectively.
- You possess excellent verbal and written communication skills.
To Apply Contact

Carmen T. Randazzo  crandazzo@proscape.com
Vice President Finance & Operations
Proscape Technologies, Inc.
5 Walnut Grove Drive, Suite 100
Horsham PA 19044
1+215-328-4049

5. Android development Opportunity – Part Time – Paid
This is from someone in the Temple University SBDC Incubator program located at 1510 Cecil B Moore Avenue. The name of the company is YBGlobal with investments in different industries. They are in the process of establishing an e-commerce platform for the African market and would like to find someone who can write code for IOS and Android mobility platforms.

It is a paid internship and the hours are flexible. The person can work remotely. Familiarity with Amazon Web Services would be great but the key is experience with IOS and Android mobility platforms. They can be contacted directly via email or phone.

Yusuf Bashir  yusuf.bashir@gmail.com
Cell-414-526-8380

6. Full Time PC Analyst at Johnson Matthey in Wayne

LINK TO JOB POSTING:
http://ch.tbe.taleo.net/CH12/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=JOHNSONMATTHEY&cws=1&rid=1831

ABOUT US:
Johnson Matthey is a leading specialty chemicals company underpinned by science, technology and our people. A leader in sustainable technologies, many of our products enhance the quality of life for millions of people around the world. Johnson Matthey’s Emission Control Technologies business is the leading supplier of catalytic emission control systems for gasoline and diesel powered vehicles.

What we Do
Emission Control Technologies comprises three global businesses:
• Autocatalyst (cars)
• Heavy duty diesel (buses and trucks and construction equipment)
• Stationary emissions control (coal fired power plants, gas turbines, diesel engines, locomotive, marine and waste-to-energy industries).

The business also supplies catalytic systems, which include the Continuously Regenerating Trap (CRT®) and Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) technologies
We are a big company with a small company feel. Johnson Matthey strongly supports internal promotion and empowers our people to achieve their full career potential. We offer a competitive salary and great benefit package.

**Summary of Position**
Provide first level Help Desk support for Widows PC’s, servers and related hardware and software in a manufacturing environment. Also provide primary support for phone, video and copier systems. Position requires front line support of IT support requests with an emphasis on working with the users at their work area. As the initial contact for support problems the employee must be able to diagnose and respond quickly to repairing various hardware and software related issues out in the field. The position also requires weekend work on an as needed basis by the IT Manager. The work will be scheduled in coordination with Production, typically one weekend a month.

**Principal Accountabilities**
- Provide first level support for Windows, Microsoft Office and Exchange email
- Manage changes on PBX and voice mail systems
- Support 600 + desktop PCs
- Resolve hardware problems and the repair/replacement of components
- Install desktops, printers and connect to network
- Manage Active Directory and Exchange accounts
- Support video conference room system and network connected copiers
- Troubleshoot networking cabling and switch issues
- Optimize network infrastructure for local area network
- Be part of an after hours on-call rotation
- Comply with all environmental & health and safety policies

**Knowledge, Skills, and Educational Requirements**
- Bachelor’s degree or 1 to 3 years of experience in PC and help desk support
- Proficiency in Windows Operating systems and Microsoft Office
- Solid problem solving skills
- Certification in Microsoft technologies a plus
- Working knowledge of NEC phone switch
- Effective oral and written communication skills.

**Please note: There is no sponsorship available for this role**

**To Apply**

Krishna Mehta, PHR
Human Resources
Johnson Matthey ECTNA
456 Devon Park Drive
Wayne, PA 19087
Phone: (610) 341-8252
7. Full Time Programmer Analyst at Temple in the Housing Department

The Program Analyst assists in the support and development of University Housing's Residential Management System (RMS) and other departmental information systems by performing web software application development with underlying relational database technology.

Under general supervision, provides technical support to the department performing assigned duties.

**Responsible for:**
- Resolving technical and design issues
- Maintenance of department applications, web pages and underlying database structures
- Develops, specifies and documents application changes and improvements
- Performs database administration
- Troubleshoots and corrects issues within areas of technical responsibility by collaborating with end users and other technical services staff

The Program Analyst will also act as a liaison with other departments for various computer-related functions and will work toward maximizing the production, processing, analyzing and dissemination of housing data. Perform other duties as assigned.

**Required Education and Experience:**
Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Information Science and at least one year of directly related experience. An equivalent combination of education and experience will also be considered.

**Required Skills and Abilities:**
* Experience with relational databases, e.g., MS-SQL or Oracle, and capability with industry-standard business intelligence report writing tool, e.g., Crystal Reports, Business Objects, Cognos, Telerik or Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS).
* Strong understanding in all aspects of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and enterprise wide Content Management Systems (CMS).
* Demonstrated analytical skills; knowledge of database design with relational technology.
* Familiarity with Adobe Creative Suite or similar web development tools.
* Proficiency with integrated office products like MS-Office that include word processing, spreadsheet and database management capabilities.
* Excellent interpersonal, oral, and written skills required. Ability to interact effectively with all levels of administrative and support staff is essential.
* Demonstrated ability to develop reliable project timelines, and develop, test and deliver against set timelines.

**Preferred:**
* Experience with RMS or similar university housing management application software.
* Experience with web application and relational database design and support.
* Experience with web publishing tools.
* Experience in support of a Microsoft server technologies (MS Windows Server 2008/2012, MS SQL Server 2008/2012, and MS IIS).
Contact:
Lezley Galloway  galloway@temple.edu.

8. Student Worker Position - School of Media and Communications – Junior Web Developer

If you’ve created a blog or webpage but want to learn how to be a webmaster, then this might be for you!

The School of Media and Communication is looking for a Junior Web Developer to assist in creating and maintaining the school’s web presence including department, faculty and student websites developed on a Wordpress multisite network. Applicants should have a working knowledge of HTML and CSS. Experience with Wordpress is a plus. Experience with Photoshop is also a plus. Experience with PHP is a huge plus. Duties will include creating posts and pages, uploading images and documents, creating links for web and mobile devices, creating forms, ensuring ADA guidelines are upheld, proof checking content and links for accuracy, and correcting errors and/or broken links.

REQUIREMENTS
● Knowledge and experience writing HTML
● Knowledge and experience writing CSS
● Ability to work independently and within a team environment
● Ability to take direction and complete tasks in a timely manner
● Excellent communication skills

NICE TO HAVE
● Knowledge and experience with Wordpress
● Knowledge and experience with HTML5
● Knowledge and experience with CSS3
● Knowledge and experience with PHP
● Knowledge and experience with MySQL and phpMyAdmin
● Knowledge and experience with SCSS
● Knowledge and experience with Photoshop

Applicants should be self-motivated and work well independently and as part of a team. Applicant should have excellent communication skills. Applicants will report to the Senior Web Developer and work with other web developers within the IT office. Our office is casual but professional. We have fun at our job but are respectful, take our responsibilities seriously and do the job right.

Applicants should send resume and electronic portfolio to smc.webmaster@temple.edu